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Dimensions is an innovative research knowledge system that re-imagines discovery
and access to research. Developed by Digital Science in collaboration with over 100
leading research organizations around the world, Dimensions links grants,
publications, citations, alternative metrics, clinical trials and patents. It enables users
to find and access the most relevant information faster, analyze the academic and
broader outcomes of research, and gather insights to inform future strategy. Data
and expertise that span the research life cycle were contributed by the teams at
Digital Science portfolio companies ReadCube, Altmetric, Figshare, Symplectic,
Digital Science Consultancy and ÜberResearch, who came together to realize their
unique strengths and share their passion for building tools that benefit the research
community. Find out more at www.dimensions.ai
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writing templates, simple reference tool linking, and one-click publishing submission
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can improve your daily workflow and enhance the transparency and reproducibility
of your work. Visit www.gigantum.com
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Figure 1: ’What does a university look like?’ poster
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Introduction

Expectations around reproducible research are clear, particularly in the area of
computational research[11]. A research paper is more than an account of the research that was undertaken; it is a narrative that surrounds an orchestration of
research assets from the raw data and code, to the processed data and visualizations that result. A paper should invite a reader to trace the results back. How
was this figure produced? What was the code that produced that particular result?
The reader’s transition from narrative to exploring data or code should be as easy
as turning the page.
Seen from the researcher’s perspective, the ideal computational paper arises
organically from the research - the data that is created is the data that ends up in
the paper. The code as it is written is the code that can be accessed in the paper. As
analysis bubbles up from research into images for publication, those images keep
their providence back to the data, and back to the code that produced them.
How close are we to this ideal today? Within the Digital Science family, methods for openly publishing data are ably supported by Figshare. Gigantum provides
researchers with productive environments to not only develop their code, but also
share their projects along with the providence of the steps that were run, and the
environment necessary to execute it. Overleaf allows researchers to easily publish their research collaboratively using LaTeX. As part of a poster presentation for
the 2019 VIVO conference we took a broad research question that could be answered with Dimensions data, and undertook the research using workflows that
knit these tools together. In doing so, this project demonstrates an approach to
undertaking reproducible computational science that operates on multiple levels.
Specifically, it addresses:
• What is it to develop reproducible of code right from the beginning of a
project using Gigantum?
• How can data assets be structured and organized throughout the life of a
project inside Figshare (and not just at the end of a project)?
• How can Overleaf be integrated with Gigantum so that the act of creating
an image or data table is as close as possible to the act of publishing the
same object in a paper?
• What is a good approach to tying code, data, and papers together using
identifiers?
By the end of the paper we hope we will have demonstrated that not only
is our poster reproducible, but that the methods we have adopted are useful to
others as well.
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Figure 2: Ghent University (FOR)

Figure 3: Ghent University (Gender)

The Subject Matter: What does a University
look like?

Universities come in many different shapes and sizes, but how different are their
collaboration footprints? Via its API, the Dimensions data model[5] can be used to
readily reveal information on the demographics of researchers, and the different
ways that they collaborate. Late last year, Digital Science released an interactive
dashboard looking at the gender distribution of researchers by institution and by
field of research[10]. Further examples that demonstrate how relatively easy it is
to extract this information from the API have also been recently published.[8]
Collaboration networks derived from co-authorship information on publications are an effective way to visualize researcher demographic patterns as they
place individual demographic indicators in the context of research communities.
Different types of demographic information can then be overlaid on the network
to determine the shape and size of the nodes. By looking at the entire publication
history of a researcher, it is possible to identify the Field of Research that they
most commonly publish in (fig.2).
Although a researcher will publish in multiple fields over a career, identifying a
researcher’s most common field of research is a good way to identify the perspective that a researcher brings to a collaboration. The size of a researcher’s node
can be calculated based on the researcher’s total number of career publications.
Using the grid[9] data that is associated with each author affiliation, we can establish a researcher’s likely home institution and country. We can also establish a
researcher’s likely gender (fig.3) based on their first name and the use of a gender guessing tool[7]. (currently, the utility of this approach is limited to western
names)
Depending on whether external researchers were included in the graph, two
different perspectives emerge:
• A network graph that indicates external researcher highlights an institutions
integration into global research networks
• A network graph that focuses on internal researcher highlights how ideas
are exchanged internally across different areas of research

2.1 Using Dimensions to Extract Research Network Information
To build a collaboration network for an entire university over a given time period,
we start with a Dimensions query like this:

Figure 4:
FOR)

Columbia University (External

Figure 5: Columbia University (Internal FOR)
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search publications
where year in [2015:2019]
and research_orgs.id = "a grid id"
and count(researchers) < 400
and type = "article"
return publications[id + author_affiliations]
A grid id is used to limit the results to a particular institution. We chose to limit
the number of researchers to 400 as publications with greater than 400 authors
tend to dominate the shape of any resulting network diagram, and significantly
increase the time it takes to visualize the resulting network graph. (The ability
to filter results by the number of authors is one of my favourite features of the
Dimensions API)
Having retrieved the publications we are interested in, we created a network of
researchers based on their co-authorship relationships as expressed in the author
affiliations section of the publication record.
For the size of each node we chose to represent the number of career publications for each researcher. For the colour of each node, we chose to represent the
four digit Field of Research (FOR) code to which their research was most commonly associated. We also created two alternate network graphs with gender

and country as the node colour. These graphs are not represented in the poster,
but are represented in the online presentation of the poster content (discussed
below)
To obtain information for individual researchers not be present in the initial
set of publications retrieved, two approaches are available with the Dimensions
API:
• Dimensions has a separate API for retrieving information about researchers,
where most of the additional attributes can be obtained.
search researchers
where id = "a researcher id"
return
researchers[id
+ first_name
+ current_research_org
+ total_publications]
• As a researcher’s most common FOR code is not present in the Dimensions
API researchers core, we ran a second search for publications based on
researcher_id of the form:

Figure 6: Native API interface within Dimensions

search publications
where researchers.id in ["a list of researcher ids"]
return publications[author_affiliations
+ category_for]
The resulting publications were then processed for the researcher attributes
that we needed, and included as node attributes along with the existing network
data to create a graphml file, a common format for communicating network information. The graph file was then rendered as an image using gephi[6]. For ourVIVO
poster we chose to replicate this process over 20 different institutions, namely the
institutions associated with the affiliations of the conference presenters.
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Scaling up the Production of Network Diagrams

Even though the Dimensions API allows us to effectively automate the production
of University level network graphs, usually there are still manual steps involved in
laying out a large network graph in programs such as gephi.
In addition to the time it takes to gather the data via the API, creating multiple
network graphs for many different institutions create challenges as it is very time
consuming to ensure that each graph has the same colour key and layout algorithm.
Thankfully gephi also comes with a java api that can be used to automate graph
production [4]. Having compiled the layout strategy and presentation into a jar file,
the process can be evoked within a jupyter notebook with calls to the command
line. The approach has an additional advantage in that the same layout strategy can
be applied to all graphs. Note, that for a large university, this step can still take
many hours to complete.
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Working in Gigantum

From the beginning, the code for this project was developed in Gigantum. Gigantum offers several advantages over working directly in a Jupyter notebook environment such as Anaconda. Specifically, Gigantum:
• sets up your project from the very beginning in way that makes it easy to
share your code, and all of its dependencies
• tracks of of your changes
• allows you to share your code with collaborators
• makes your code portable, so you can shift your code from machine to
machine depending on the resources (CPU, storage, stability, etc) that you
need
When you set up a Gigantum project, you explicitly specify the dependencies
that your code required at both the python level as well as the operating level
(such as java and vncserver for running gephi.) Giganutm manages each project in
a separate docker container so each project is running in its own environment. At
the end of your project, publishing and storing your code is as simple as publishing
your project.
With the exception of adding your own API passwords etc, running your
project will be as straight forward for you as anyone else that chooses to run
your project.
For this project, running Gigantum on a server instance was particularly useful
as many of the steps took an overnight run to complete, and were not suitable
for running on a laptop.

Figure 7: Gigantum project interface

Figure 8: Running Jupyter Notebooks within Gigantum
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Using Figshare with Gigantum
A revolution in education and technology transfer follows from the
marriage of word processing and software command scripts. In this
marriage an author attaches to every figure caption a push button or a
name tag usable to recalculate the figure from all its data, parameters,
and programs... ...preparing such electronic documents is little effort
beyond our customary report writing; mainly, we need to file everything in a systematic way - Jon F. Claerbout and Martin Karrenbach.
1992[2]

A challenge of working on a data project inside a Docker container (via Gigantum) is that Docker can slow down and use up a lot of resources if there are many
large files in your project (especially on a Mac). In addition, large files, (or indeed
many small files,) can significantly slow down synchronising your project changes
to git. To get around this, we chose to shift data assets to Figshare as soon as they
were created.
Structuring the data in Figshare, was just as important as storing it. In order
to manage the data that would be eventually made public, we chose to create one
Figshare article per university that we analysed. Each ’university’ article consisted
of:

Figure 9: Articles produced in Gigantum managed in figshare

• a file containing the anonymized researcher definitions.
• a file containing the the relationships between researchers and publications.
• a version of the relationships file that only contained the internal relationships (these were stored as csv, and pickle files for easy retrieval into a
pandas data frame)
The article also stored:

Figure 10: Gigantum activity log, with link to
figshare

• the resulting graphml file that was produced from both the internal and
external versions of the graphs.
• the gephi files that were created as a result of the custom gephi jar file.
• graph images at different resolutions and formats for different media presentations. For the poster presentation we created png images at 1024. pixels.
For online exploration, we created images at a significantly larger size (40960
pixels). These larger images were converted from png files to dzi format using magick-slicer [12] so that they could be rendered in openseadragon [3].
By collecting the files together in this way, a single figshare article becomes an
interface to an object that not only allows access the data behind the graph, but
also its representations for different media. The structure of the figshare file also
allows for code rerun at different levels. For example, if you don’t have access to
the Dimensions API, the code can be run from the original data files instead of
creating them afresh with the API.
In addition to the Figshare articles that were produced for each University,
companion private Figshare articles were created that contain the identified raw
data from Dimensions. (lightly anonymized data was used for this project as the
purpose of the outputs was not to assess individual researcher contributions.
To manage the 40+ figshare articles that form part of this exercise, a Figshare
project that corresponded to the Gigantum project was created. The Figshare
project also offered another level of flexibility in that the data assets could be
shared with collaborators, allowing different parts of the project (code and data)
to be shared independently.
Shifting data at the point of creation from Gigantum to Figshare had another
benefit. Gigantum keeps a record of all code that has been executed, so by reserving a doi at the point of data creation, and including it in the execution log,
data can be tied to the exact code sequence that created it.

Figure 11: Figshare article, with link to the
Gigantum project that created it in the references
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Making a Poster in Overleaf

For data driven documents, collaborating on presentation layer activities (such
as writing a paper or poster based on emerging results) is challenging. Typically,
each result object such as a table or image is copied, rather than linked into the
document. With the data embedded, every time the data is updated all images and
tables based on that data need to be re copied into the document. In most cases,
this means a whole lot of manual work. The consequence of this process is that
writing up the paper has to come as close to the end of the project as possible in
order to avoid a lot of wasted manual effort.
Writing a data driven document is far more like building a website, where
the text and images are linked together from different files, any of which could
be updated separately to each other. And like a modern website, many different
people can work on multiple aspects of the presentation all at once.
Writing a document in LaTeX shares many similarities to building a website.
Documents are created in code that are then rendered into different formats
(typically PDF.) Like html, there are tools that make writing LaTeX documents
much easier (such as Overleaf.) Overleaf is particularly suited to producing data
driven documents as an Overleaf project can be synchronised to Github, where
other tools can be used to push and update data and images into the project. [1]
To create theVIVO poster, at the same time that files were pushed to Figshare,
we also pushed a print version of the graph to a Github repository that was integrated with an Overleaf project. As each image was created with its own DOI, a
bibtex file containing the references to the figshare dois, and a supplimentary.tex
file with the images embedded for easy copying and pasting into the main tex document was also programatically produced. The original workflow envisaged that
each image would link to its own doi citation in Figshare, however for reasons of
real estate, we chose to reference the links to the figures in the online version
instead.
Within the Overleaf project, each graph image was given a sequential image
name (fig1, fig2 etc,) as well as a corresponding fig_X_caption.tex file that contained its description. In this way the Overleaf template created could remain
independent of the specific University details that were pushed to it via the github
integration. To make a poster with a different set of Universities, it should be sufficient to copy the tex file containing the poster layout file into another project.
To keep track of the files that were already pushed to Overleaf, we created a
overleaf.csv file that was stored as a separate article inside the Figshare project.

Figure 12: Using Overleaf to make the poster
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Making an interactive version of the Poster

A limitation of the poster format (no matter how big) is that detailed network
diagrams can take up a lot of space on the page. To compliment the poster, we
produced an online version of the University network graphs that allow users to
interact with the networks, and zoom in to a much higher resolution. To enable
graphs to be rendered quickly, we processed the large graph outputs with magickSlicer [12] to convert them into dzi format. The dzi images were then rendered
with openseadragon [3]. Node interactivity was enabled via an additional file created as part of the gephi graph generation process detailing the coordinates of
each node. These coordinates were then mapped onto the image. In the same
way as the Overleaf poster was designed to work with multiple institutions as
inputs, the Online site works directly with the figshare project, and renders each
of the University files in the project as inputs.

Figure 13: Online Version
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Integrating Gigantum, Figshare, and Overleaf
from the Beginning:

The pattern of integrating Gigantum, Figshare, and Overleaf together from the
beginning is one that should benefit all data driven projects. To that end, we have
refactored the code that synchronizes Gigantum with Figshare and Overleaf into
a separate library that can be imported into any Jupyter project that runs in a
Gigantum environment. The python module is called (unimaginatively) figantleaf.
The figantleaf module embodies a number of principles:
1. Every table or image in a paper (or poster) should have its own DOI
2. Every article in figshare should act as an interface to multiple representations
of the data
3. Preparing an image for citation should be as easy as indicating that you wish
to include that image in your code
4. Files belonging to a Gigantum project should be organised as a figshare
project
Although not visible in the output of the Poster, Figantlef has a number of
features.
1. Using the function df_to_figshare will publish a pandas dataframe to Figshare
in two formats, a ’pickle’ file containing the binary representation of the
dataframe, and a csv version for human readable discovery, and a doi will
be reserved.
2. Using the function fig_to_figshare will publish a matplotlib figure to Figshare,
in two resolutions, one for print and one for the web. It will also include
the dataframe on which the figure was based by calling df_to_figshare. At the
same time fig_to_figshare can be used to push the print image to Overleaf
3. Using the function graph_to_figshare with two dataframes supplying the nodes
and edges data will result in an figshare article that stores the graphml file,
as well as the two original dataframes in pickle and csv format. In addition
to graph_to_fighsare, a seperate gephi module was developed to assist with
creating and pushing graph images to figshare and Overleaf.
Data from the Figshare project can be called back into the Jupyter notebook by
calling figshare_to_df, with either the name of the article, and optionally specific
filename. The same approach is used for figshare_to_graph. In this way data assets
can be used across Jupyter notebooks as easily as if they were stored in the local
file system.
Setting up figantleaf to run at the start of a Gigantum project involves a few
minutes of setup. A Figshare token is required to integrate Gigantum with Figshare,
and and the name of the Github repository that has been created by Overleaf has
to be supplied. Additionally ssh keys for Github need to be setup. The figantleaf
module will prompt the user through the steps required.
As the additional functionality provided in figantleaf indicates, the pattern of
connecting gigantum to figshare and overleaf has become more than just an exercise in using Digital Science products from end to end. Particularly when using
easy to access data sources such as the Dimensions API, we feel a workflow that
uses Gigantum for data Analysis, Figshare for data management and publication,
and Overleaf for presentation is a workflow that can be used effectively today, and
one that we hope to make even easier to do in the future.
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